
I offer a range of art services,  from bespoke illustrated names to

licensed artwork and full children's picture books. All my paintings are

original watercolours with some digital additions and the work I do for

each client is  completely unique. As standard, I keep you updated

throughout my sketching and painting process so that you are fully

informed and completely happy with the end product. 
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Litt le  F lowers  by Sl igo

Illustrated names make the perfect first birthday,
christening or new baby gift. 

All my pictures are sketched and painted by hand
and they take time to create. I minimum of three
weeks is required when ordering for a special
occasion. 

The theme and colour palette is entirely up to you
which means that the painting can be created to fit
a particular room or space in the home. I can
incorporate favourite toys, stories, pets and special
places. The painting can also display special
information such as dates, weights and times if you
choose. 



PRICES
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SINGLE LETTERS
Your chosen letter illustrated with pictures,
animals or theme of your choosing 
including date of birth, time of birth and weight
upon request. All paintings are mounted as
standard and can be framed in-house for an
additional cost (see below) Single letters
mounted in portrait and measure 25.3cm x
30.4cm (10" by 12") 

FULL NAMES
Your chosen name illustrated with pictures,
animals or theme of your choosing including
date of birth, time of birth and weight upon
request. All paintings are mounted as standard
and can be framed in-house for an additional
cost (see below)
 
Illustrated names are created in two different
sizes:

Standard Mount - 25.3cm x 30.4cm 
(10" by 12")

Long Landscape Mount - 25.5cm x 51cm 
(10" by 20")

Mounted Letter - £100 inc. p&p

Standard Mounted - £150 inc. p&p

Long Landscape Mount - £220 inc. p&p

Framing - £30
(All frames are white wooden textured frames)

All paintings are securely packaged and posted
using tracked services that require a signature. 



FAMILY 
PORTRAITS
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My digitally created pictures are a unique way to
celebrate family. Each image is designed and
sketched using photographs of your family
members and then turned into a digital picture
including your family name or any wording you
require. I use a program that allows me to work in
pen and paint but gives me the freedom to alter
heights and details easily. 

Floral wreaths are painted in watercolour 
and can incorporate any flowers that you choose. 
They are the perfect wedding gift as photographs of the
bride's bouquet can be used to create the perfect wedding
keepsake. 

Floral children's names and the flowers that indicate the
changing seasons, also make beautiful wreath illustrations for
birthdays, christenings and special occasions. 

Standard Mount - 25.3cm x 30.4cm (10" by 12")
Standard Mounted £100 inc. p&p
Framing £30

Family portraits are mounted as standard and can
be framed for additional cost. I can also incorporate
family pets.

Standard Mount - 25.3cm x 30.4cm  (10" by 12")
Standard Mounted £75 inc. p&p

Framing £30
 



ART FOR YOUR BUSINESS
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BRANDING 1

A fresh new logo to express your brand in a
colourful and creative way.

This branding package includes an original
watercolour design, exclusive to your business
and digitised for use across your social media,
website and advertising. 

BRANDING 2

This branding package will give you two logos
suitable for use across a range of platforms so
that you can vary your appeal. It will also
include your business card design and
stationery headings. 

Package 1 - £150

Package 2 - £200

Package 3 - £275

Branding package 3 includes everything
mentioned in package 2 but also incorporates  
social media templates for use on Facebook
and Instagram as well as banners for two
social media business pages.

BRANDING 3



£100 

This price is aimed at advertisement images,
one-off small 
pictures required for personal projects or for
small businesses. If you require an image for
licensing purposes, please get in touch as this
will require a bespoke arrangement.

Full amount due on approval of first sketch. 

£2000

All The required illustrations for a full colour
children’s book provided in digital format or
as original images - including front cover
design.

6 months working time required. 

Payment plans available

Single Illustration

32 Page Children's Book


